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1. Introduction

A couple of decades have passed since the advent of electromagnetic metamaterials. Although
the research on artificial microwave materials dates back to the middle of the 20th century, the most
prominent development in the electromagnetics of artificial media has happened in the new millennium.
In the last two decades, the electromagnetics of one-, two-, and three-dimensional metamaterials acquired
robust characterization, measurement, and design tools (e.g., [1–8]). Novel fabrication techniques have
been developed. Many exotic effects involving metamaterials and metasurfaces, which initially belonged
in a scientist’s lab, are now well understood by practicing engineers. Therefore, when accepting the
Guest Editor role for this Special Issue, I decided that it was the right moment to bring up and refresh the
metamaterial concepts, which had to become a designer’s tools of choice in the present-day electronics,
microwaves, and photonics.

Time had shown that I made a step in the right direction. The papers published in this Special
Issue had covered several important topics advancing the state of the art in telecommunications,
subwavelength imaging, and biomedical sensing. Although some of these works build up on the
metamaterial- and metasurface-related studies done in the last decade or even earlier, the originality in
the selected papers resides in the approaches, models, and experimental techniques that demonstrate
a great value for practical applications. That explains one of the reasons why this Special Issue has
been entitled “Engineering Metamaterials”. However, there is another reason: practical applications
require from us, scientists and engineers, to search for metamaterial realizations that are compatible
with the present-day technologies and respond to requests from foreseable future. That is why the
engineers must be able to not just use, but also design and engineer metamaterials for a specific need.
I believe, the reader will find this Special Issue useful for that purpose.

2. The Present Issue

The focus of this Special Issue has been on the theory and applications of electromagnetic
metamaterials, metasurfaces, and metamaterial transmission lines as the building blocks of present-day
and future electronic, photonic, and microwave devices. Below, I outline the main results obtained in
the papers published in this Special Issue.

In Reference [9], the authors have studied the near-perfect tunneling in discrete metamaterial
loaded waveguides. Electromagnetic wave tunneling in alternating ε-negative/µ-negative anisotropic
metamaterial layers is studied with an ABCD-matrix-based method. A tunnel identification method is
developed and demonstrated to reveal tunneling behavior experimentally. Two-dimensional imaging
of permittivity distribution by an activated meta-structure with a functional scanning defect is studied
in Reference [10]. A perforated metal plate with subwavelength holes and a needle-like conductor are
employed to perform two-dimensional scanning. Imaging experiments have been conducted with the
aim of detecting both conductive and dielectric samples for future biomedical applications concerning
non-invasive and low-risk diagnosis. In Reference [11], analytical modeling of metamaterial differential
transmission line using corrugated ground planes in high-speed printed circuit boards is performed.
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The developed model enables efficient and accurate prediction of the common-mode noise suppression
and differential signal transmission characteristics. The authors of Reference [12] investigate wide-band
dual polarization terahertz linear to circular polarization converters based on bi-layered transmissive
metasurfaces. The bi-layered metasurfaces are formed by diagonally intersecting square metallic
patches and rings. An equivalent circuit model is developed and validated with full-wave simulations.
Reference [13] deals with a dual-band compact metamaterial absorber with fractal geometry. The used
fractal structure allows for creating a dual-band metamaterial absorber with reduced unit cell size
and small substrate thickness. Based on this principle, an absorber panel has been experimentally
realized and validated. In Reference [14], a microfluidic sensor based on a composite left-right handed
transmission line has been proposed and investigated. A change in the properties of the fluid that fills
the microfluidic reservoir causes a change in the effective substrate permittivity, which subsequently
changes the phase velocity in the transmission line. The studied sensor is characterized by relatively
high sensitivity and good linearity and can be used for the biomass estimation inside microfluidic
bioreactors. Two-bit terahertz encoder realized by graphene-based metamaterials is proposed and
studied in Reference [15]. The encoder involves graphene-based metamaterials, in which the graphene
structures are controlled by electric voltage applied to external electrodes. The authors foresee that
their encoder can promote the development of multifunctional and integrated devices for future
THz-band communications.

3. Future

Rapid growth in telecommunications and electronics requires development of new and original
metamaterial-based and (or) metamaterial-inspired devices. Recently, digital metamaterials and
programmable metasurfaces have attracted a lot of attention. Programmable metasurfaces are versatile
tools for controlling electromagnetic wave propagation and performing almost instantaneous operations
on the wavefronts of passing electromagnetic waves. It is without doubt that the metamaterial concepts
(including the ones presented in this Special Issue) will be further developed for such applications.

Telecommunications in the mm-wave and THz bands will bring new challenges that will be
addressed, in particular, by making use of materials with exotic electronic properties such as the
graphene. In the last few years, topological metamaterials and effects have added an entirely new
dimension to the whole picture. Emerging artificial intelligence techniques already assist researchers
in design of novel metamaterials and devices based on them. Overall, I believe that there is a bright
future for these new technologies and their applications in engineering metamaterials.
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